
Read Around the World
Akata Witch
by Nnedi Okorafor
Twelve-year-old Sunny Nwazue, an
American-born albino child, moves with
her family back to Nigeria, where she
learns that she has latent magical
powers which she and three similarly
gifted friends use to catch a serial killer.

Bamboo People
by Mitali Perkins
Two Burmese boys, one a Karenni
refugee and the other the son of an
imprisoned Burmese doctor, meet in
the jungle and must learn to trust each
other in order to survive.

The Bridge Home
by Padma Venkatraman
Facing daunting prospects on the
streets of Chennai, two runaway sisters
finds shelter and friendship on an
abandoned bridge with two homeless
boys before an illness forces them to
choose between survival and freedom.

Love & Luck
by Jenna Evans Welch
In Ireland for a wedding, Addie hopes
to move past something she did that
has left her miserable and threatens
her future, but her brother Ian isn't
letting her forget, a situation that is
transformed by a road trip and an
unusual travel guidebook.

Idol Gossip
by Alexandra Leigh Young
Offered a spot at the Star Academy, one
of the biggest K-pop companies,
17-year-old singer Alice Choy must
navigate culture clashes, egos and
extreme training practices to come out
on top, despite the efforts of an
influential blogger trying to tear her

down.
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You Must Be Layla
by Yassmin Abdel-Magied
With her long skirt and headscarf Layla
certainly stands out at her new high
school. Everyone thinks they know her,
just from a glance. But do they? And
does Layla really know herself?

Love from A to Z
by S. K. Ali
Suspended for standing up against a
teacher's hate speech, a Muslim teen
visits her aunt in Qatar, where she
bonds with a motherless young man
who is trying to hide his multiple
sclerosis from his grieving father.

Queen of the Tiles
by Hanna Alkaf
When her late best friend’s formerly
inactive Instagram starts posting again
during the Scrabble competition, with
cryptic messages suggesting that her
death was no accident, Najwa Bakri,
surrounded by suspects, must find out
who’s behind these mysterious posts.

The Words in My Hands
by Asphyxia
Near-future Australia is controlled by
Organicore, a company that produces
the "perfectly balanced" synthetic
meals that have all but replaced wild
food, but Piper McBride, sixteen and
deaf, begins to wonder if wild food is
as dangerous as the propaganda says.

The Deep Blue Between
by Ayesha Harruna Attah
Twin sisters Hassana & Husseina's
home is in ruins after a brutal raid. But
this is just the beginning of their story,
one that will take them to unfamiliar
cities & cultures, where they will forge
new families, ward off dangers and
truly begin to know themselves.

The Gilded Wolves
by Roshani Chokshi
Keeping close secrets in the wake of the
Exposition Universelle in 1889 Paris, a
wealthy hotelier and treasure-hunter is
tapped by a powerful order to lead an
elite team on a quest to track down an
ancient artifact of world-changing
significance.
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Salty, Bitter, Sweet
by Mayra Cuevas
An ambitious teen struggling through
the aftermath of her abuela’s death
and parents’ divorce takes an
apprenticeship in the competitive
kitchen of a world-famous chef while
navigating her feelings for an enigmatic
boy.

Where the Rhythm Takes You
by Sarah Dass
Seventeen-year-old Reyna has spent
most of her life at her family’s gorgeous
seaside resort in Tobago, the Plumeria.
But what once seemed like paradise is
starting to feel more like purgatory.

The Only Road
by Alexandra Diaz
Twelve-year-old Jaime makes the
treacherous journey from his home in
Guatemala to his older brother in New
Mexico after his cousin is murdered by
a drug cartel.

The Speed of Falling Objects
by Nancy Richardson Fischer
Losing one of her eyes in an accident at
the same time her father’s television
survival show takes him away from
home, Danny becomes stranded in the
Amazon rainforest while participating
in the TV show at her father’s invitation
and must follow his example to survive

before uncovering a devastating secret.

A Castle in the Clouds
by Kerstin Gier
Young Sophie Stark, an intern at a fancy
Swiss hotel, finds herself embroiled in
intrigue and romance as the hotel's
grand New Year's Eve ball approaches.

The Red Palace
by June Hur
In 1758 Joseon (Korea), 18-year-old
palace nurse Hyeon works closely with
a young police inspector to uncover the
truth surrounding the murder of eight
palace nurses when all the evidence
points to the Crown Prince himself.

The Boy who Harnessed the Wind
by William Kamkwamba
Presents a story of how an African
teenager built a windmill from scraps to
create electricity for his home and his
village, improving life for himself and
his neighbors.

When the World was Ours
by Liz Kessler
Torn apart by the historical events
leading up to World War II, three friends
from 1936 Vienna are scattered to
different countries as darkness spreads
throughout Europe.

Darius the Great is Not Okay
by Adib Khorram
Clinically-depressed Darius Kellner, a
high school sophomore, travels to Iran
to meet his grandparents, but it is their
next-door neighbor, Sohrab, who
changes his life.

Listen, Slowly
by Thanhha Lai
Assisting her grandmother's
investigation of her grandfather's fate
during the Vietnam War, Mai struggles
to adapt to an unfamiliar culture while
redefining her sense of family.

A Fierce and Subtle Poison
by Samantha Mabry
Spending the summer with his hotel-
developer father in Puerto Rico, 17
year-old Lucas turns to a legendary
cursed girl filled with poison when his
girlfriend mysteriously disappears.

Everything Sad is Untrue
by Daniel Nayeri
12 year-old Iranian refugee Khosrou
moves to Oklahoma where he goes by
Daniel and models himself after the
legendary storyteller Scheherazade as
he weaves tales that reflect his
perseverance and reinvention.
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